SHIPMENT
DAMAGE
INDICATORS
SpotSee devices monitor shock, vibration, temperature and other environmental
conditions experienced during distribution. SpotSee indicators help give you the
assurance that your product makes it to the destination safely!

IMPACT INDICATORS
ShockWatch2
ShockWatch® 2 impact indicators are single-use, go/no-go devices
that determine if fragile products have been dropped during transit
or in storage. The indicators are field-armable, tamperproof devices
that turn bright red when an impact beyond a specific threshold has
occurred. Fragile products may require a more sensitive (lower G)
indicator.

SPS 45000K: ShockWatch 2 Indicator - 5G
SPS 46000K: ShockWatch 2 Indicator - 10G
SPS 47000K: ShockWatch 2 Indicator - 15G
SPS 48000K: ShockWatch 2 Indicator - 25G

$2.05 ea

Before
incident

After shock
Incident

** 100pc MOQ

ShockDot Label

Watch Video: HERE

ShockDot provides a cost-effective solution to the popular
"Shockwatch" model with the largest indicator window for
determining mishandling. The QR code on each device allows you to
verify the authenticity of the indicator and provides peace of mind

Watch Video: HERE

SPS SD-25G: ShockDot Indicator - 25G
SPS SD-37G: ShockDot Indicator - 37G
SPS SD-50G: ShockDot Indicator - 50G
SPS SD-75G: ShockDot Indicator - 75G
** 100pc MOQ

$2.30 ea

TEMPERATURE INDICATORS
WarmMark
WarmMark is a single-use, ascending time-temperature indicator
which alerts users of exposure to unacceptable temperature
conditions. This single-use temperature recorder for shipping turns
red when it reaches the temperature threshold you selected. Then,
unlike many temperature indicator stickers, WarmMark starts a
countdown, with its three individual indicator dots changing color
for brief, moderate, and prolonged exposure.

SPS WM 8/46: WarmMark 8C / 46F
SPS WM 25/77: WarmMark 25C / 77F
SPS WM 30/86: WarmMark 30C / 86F

$1.20 ea

Watch Video: HERE

** 100pc MOQ

ColdMark
ColdMark, a single-use descending temperature indicator, is designed to
help shippers identify and correct gaps in their cold chain. The ColdMark
turns from clear to violet when the temperature goes below a
predetermined threshold.

SPS CM 0/32: ColdMark 0C / 32F
SPS CM 2/36: ColdMark 2C / 36F
Watch Video: HERE

** 100pc MOQ

Freeze Safe
Knowing the correct temperature has been maintained is critical to
the cold chain. The SpotSee FreezeSafe™ indicator provides accurate
evidence if a product has experienced unacceptably low
temperatures. This cost-effective solution allows you to add an
indicator to every shipment or mount directly onto the product. Easy
to use, FreezeSafe turns from white to magenta when the
temperature falls below its threshold. A simple visual check alerts the
recipient of the indicator is performed, it alerts the recipient if the
temperature has been unacceptably cold.

SPS E01FRE002C02P1: Freeze Safe 2C
SPS E01FRE000C02P1: Freeze Safe 0C
** 100pc MOQ

$1.24 ea

$2.30 ea

TEMPERATURE INDICATORS (cont.)
TempU Shipping Recorder
The TempU Temperature Recorder is a single-use solution which
helps optimize the cold chain by alerting manufacturers, handlers
and shippers when a product has been exposed to temperature
conditions beyond a specified threshold. TempU single-use shipping
temperature recorder logs temperatures inside the packaging for 30,
60 or 90 days. The USB plugs into a laptop or computer to give the
end-user a visual graph of the temperature spikes and fluctuations.

SPS TZ -USB02: TempU Recorder

$15.45 ea

** 10pc MOQ

Watch Video: HERE
Alarms are triggered when temperatures go below
2°C/ 35°F or above 8°C /45°F. This range is good for
refrigerated, but not frozen shipments. It’s also a solid
choice for items that are crossing seasons, such as
those traveling between the southern and northern
hemispheres, or during the shoulder seasons.

Unactivated

TILT INDICATORS
TiltWatch XTR

Activated

The TiltWatch® XTR is single-use tip indicator used to monitor goods that
must remain upright. Once applied to the packaging, the TiltWatch XTR
will provide evidence of mishandling if the shipment is tipped. However,
the tilt indicator remains unaffected by movement resulting from normal
handling conditions.

SPS 24101: TiltWatch XTR
** 100pc MOQ

Watch Video: HERE

$1.31 ea

